The American Politics & Public Policy Workshop series is cosponsored with the Institution for Social and Policy Studies at Yale University. Each seminar features a presentation of current political science research by leading scholars in the field of American politics including distinguished faculty from other institutions, CSAP research fellows, ISPS Postdoctoral Associates, and Ph.D. candidates at Yale.

2020 FALL WORKSHOP SCHEDULE:

SEP 2  Jake Grumbach, Assistant Professor of Political Science, University of Washington
“Gender, Race, and Intersectionality in Campaign Finance”

SEP 16 Mary Kroger, Assistant Professor of Political Science, UNC Chapel Hill
“Bureaucrats Writing Bills”

SEP 23 Annabelle Hutchinson, Ph.D. Candidate in Political Science, Yale University
“When Men Lose Power: Understanding gender, economic power, and race in American politics”

SEP 30 Rachel Augustine Potter, Assistant Professor of Politics, University of Virginia
“Buying Evidence? Government Research as a Presidential Prerogative”

OCT 7 David Bateman, Associate Professor of Political Science, Cornell University
“Democratization in the USA? The Impact of Antebellum Suffrage Qualifications on Politics and Policy”

OCT 21 Erin Heidt-Forsythe, Women’s Studies & Political Science, Pennsylvania State University
“Legacies of Mistrust: Inequality, Public Opinion, and Policy about Assisted Reproductive Technologies in the US”

OCT 28 Taylor Carlson, Assistant Professor of Political Science, Washington University in St. Louis
“Media Choice, Issue Salience, and Political Information Diffusion”

NOV 4 Doug L. Kriner, Professor of Government, Cornell University
“The Myth of the Imperial Presidency: How Public Opinion Checks the Unilateral Executive”

NOV 18 Andrea Campbell, Professor of Political Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
“Race and Taxes”

DEC 2 Lynn Vavreck, Professor of Political Science, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
“The 2020 Election: The Pandemic and Politics”

DEC 9 LaFleur Stephens-Dougan, Assistant Professor of Politics, Princeton University
“White Americans’ Reactions to Racial Disparities in COVID-19”
2021 SPRING WORKSHOP SCHEDULE:

FEB 3  Tom Clark, Charles Howard Candler Professor of Political Science, Emory University
“Are Police Racially Biased in the Decision to Shoot?”

FEB 17 Jaclyn Kaslovsky, Postdoctoral Fellow, Princeton Center for the Study of Democratic Politics
“Some Politics is Local: An Analysis of Constituent Emphasis in the U.S. Congress”

FEB 24 John Ternovski, Ph.D. Candidate in Political Science, Yale University
“Deepfake Warnings for Political Videos Increase Disbelief but Do Not Improve Discernment: Evidence from Two Experiments”

MAR 3 Angele Delevoye, Ph.D. Student in Political Science, Yale University
“2020 in America’s School Boards: Deliberation and decision-making in the midst of multiple crises, a field experiment”

Collin Schumock, Ph.D. Candidate in Political Science, Yale University
“Legislative Term Limits and Variation in State Transfers”

MAR 10 Samara Klar, Associate Professor of Government & Public Policy, University of Arizona
“Who is to Blame? How Polarization Distorts Democratic Accountability”

MAR 17 Matthew Graham, Postdoctoral Research Associate, George Washington University
“Partisan Selectivity in Blame Attribution: Evidence from the COVID-19 Pandemic”

MAR 31 Marisa Abrajano, Professor of Political Science, UC San Diego
“(Mis)Informed: What Americans Know About Social Groups and Why It Matters for Politics”

APR 7 Josh Kalla, Assistant Professor of Political Science, Yale University
“The Consequences of Partisan Media Slant: A Field Experiment with Fox News Viewers”

APR 21 Jennifer Wu, Ph.D. Candidate in Political Science, Yale University
“Understanding Perceptions of Asian-ness and Group Membership among Asian Americans”

Paul Lendway, Ph.D. Candidate in Political Science, Yale University
“The Effect of Populist Rhetoric on Public Attitudes”

APR 28 Daniel Moskowitz, Assistant Professor in the Harris School of Public Policy, University of Chicago
“Local Television News & Accountability”

MAY 5 Lilla Orr, Ph.D. Candidate in Political Science, Yale University
“Reassessing the Nature of Perceived Differences between Democrats and Republicans in the U.S. Public”

MAY 19 Amy Lerman, Professor of Public Policy & Political Science, UC Berkeley

LINK TO CURRENT WORKSHOP INFORMATION